
Core Concepts 1.1 – 1.6 

  

CC 1.1 –        

Throughout history, societies and cultures have organized time in different ways. 

People have used a number of different calendars to measure time. 

-             A timeline is a line marked off with a series of events and dates. 

-              Historians use timelines to put events in a chronology, a list of events    in the order in 

which they occurred. Order is written from left to right. 

-              A period is a length of time singled out because of a specific event or development that 

happened during that time. Also known as an era or an epoch. Used to organize and describe 

human activities. 

-              When organizing time it is often split into two parts, prehistory and history. 

                -       prehistory – the time before humans invented writing. 

                -       history – refers to written history, which began about 5,200 years ago. 

                -       Key events help calendars work because they provide a starting reference point. 

                        -           For ex., Jesus’ birth as a key event. Years before the birth are 

                                    labeled B.C. for before Christ. After Jesus’ birth it is labeled A.D. for 

                                    anno Domini – “in the year of our Lord”. 

    The Jewish calendar counts the years since the creation of the world. 
    Maya and Aztec priests made calendars for farming and religious purposes. 
    Calendars are used to plan and predict time, help people trade, record 

   history and grow crops. 

CC 1.2 – 

Historical sources can provide important information. 

Historians must evaluate the accuracy and reliability of sources. 

            -           Primary sources: information that comes directly from a person who experienced an 

event. It can be expressed orally (speaking), writing, or something created about the event. 

                        These sources include letters, diaries, speeches, different forms of art such as photos 

and paintings. 

-           Secondary sources: information about an event that does not come from a person who 

experienced that event. Ex.: books, movies articles, and other sources that describe events. 

-           Bias is an unfair preference for or dislike of something. It can unfairly influence how people 

think about an event. It is often made up of someone’s personal opinions. 

-           Historian and students of history must evaluate sources to determine reliability. 

                        -           Who created the source material?, Is the information fact or opinion?, 

                                    Does the material seem to have a bias? 



 

CC 1.3 – 

Archeology and other historical sources offer clues to what life was like in the distant past. 

-           Archeology: the scientific study of ancient cultures through the examination of artifacts and 

other evidence. Explore the places people lived and worked, searching for tools, weapons and 

pottery. They study these objects. 

-           artifact: a usually simple object (such as a tool or ornament) showing human workmanship. 

            It helps us identify sources of that time, how people used technology, and how they adapted 

to their environment. 

-           Anthropology: the study of humankind in all aspects , especially development and 

culture.To understand the origins of humans and the ways humans developed physically. They do 

study fossils – bones and other remains that have been preserved in rock and through oral 

traditions – a community’s cultural and historical background, passed down in spoken stories and 

songs.. 

             - They try to determine how human cultures formed and grew. 

-           Archeologists and anthropologists work together often since artifacts archeologists find 

help anthropologists gain information. 

 


